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Abstract—In this paper, we propose and study a new family
of error-correcting codes. These achieve excellent error perfor-
mance under an iterative decoding over the binary-input noisy
channel and solves the memory space requirements problem
of the non-binary LDPC decoders. We named this class of
codes, Split non-binary LDPC codes. The main particularity of
this new family of codes is that the variable and the check
nodes are not defined over the same finite field GF (2p), like
in the case of classical non-binary LDPC codes. The class of
Split non-binary LDPC codes is obviously larger than that of
existing types of codes, which gives more degrees of freedom
to find good codes when the existing codes show their limits. We
provide two examples of interesting split NB-LDPC codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Low density parity check (LDPC) codes play a fundamental

role in modern communications, primarily due to their near-

Shannon limit performance. An almost optimal and tractable

decoding of this class of codes is empowered by the renowned

probabilistic message passing algorithm of belief propagation

(BP) [1], [2] . In terms of performance, binary LDPC codes

start to show weaknesses when the code size is small or

moderate, or a higher order modulation is used for trans-

mission. For these cases, it was also shown [3] that the

error performance of Gallager’s binary LDPC codes can be

significantly enhanced by a generalization to higher order

Galois fields, GF(2p) with p ∈ Z, p > 2. This behavior can

be rationalized by the fact that the graphical representation of

such codes has less edges and with a proper graph construction

[4], subsequently, relatively longer loops. Specifically, sparse

graph codes over GF (2p) can be defined in terms of a non-

systematic LDPC parity matrix H whose non-zero entries

are non-zero elements of GF (2p). A symbol of a GF(2p)-

LDPC code can be mapped into a string of p bits, so we

can use the GF(2p)-LDPC codes to communicate over a BI-

AWGN channel. The decoder interprets the received p bits

from the channel as a single GF(2p) symbol and sets the prior

information of the symbol equal to the product distribution for

the values of each constituent bit.

For non-systematic LDPC codes, we can obtain a monotonic

performance improvement with increased field order using

the progressive-edge-growth (PEG) construction [5]. However,

the performance gain, provided by LDPC codes over high

order fields comes together with a significant increase of the

computation and the memory requirements of the decoder. The

complexity problem of non-binary LDPC (NB-LDPC) codes

has been the subject of several publications [6], [7]. The larger

amount of memory required to store the messages of the NB-

LDPC codes is an issue that has not yet been addressed in

literature.

In this paper, we present a new class of NB-LDPC codes that

reduces the memory requirements of the NB-LDPC decoder

without loss of error performance obtained by a BP decoder.

Our idea to reduce the memory requirements of a NB-LDPC

decoder is to define a transformation on the set of symbols

(variable nodes) of the non-binary code. The original idea

presented in this paper that permits a significant memory

reduction of the NB-LDPC decoder, is to decode the columns

of the parity matrix H , (the variable nodes) into a field order

smaller than 2p, and in order to preserve the advantages of an

GF(2p) code, all the check nodes remain decoded in GF(2p).

The paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we present

the concept of the new family of codes that we propose,

characterised by a low memory space requirements and good

error performance. The modifications in the BP decoding

algorithm induced by our proposed technique of splitting

are reported in Section III. Section IV is dedicated to the

presentation of an original method to construct good split NB-

LDPC codes. In Section V, we present the simulation results

that confirm that the proposed class of codes still performs

very close to the BP decoder used as benchmark.

II. SPLIT NB-LDPC CODES: CONCEPT AND GRAPHICAL

REPRESENTATION

LDPC codes are described classically by the local con-

straints over some of the variables (codeword symbols) ck,

given by a parity check relation. If they are linear over a finite

field GF (2p), the parity equations are of the form of (1).

In order to explain the concept of symbol splitting and its

effect on the coding scheme and the decoder, let us start the

presentation of split NB-LDPC codes by the simplest case of

a single parity check. Let a parity check equation of degree

dc in GF(2p) be defined by:

dc−1∑

k=0

hk ⊗ ck = 0 in GF(2p) (1)

with hk ∈ GF (2p) being the non-zero values of the parity

check matrix, and ck ∈ GF (2p) the codeword symbols. The

parity check equation (1) can be written in a binary matrix

form when the order of the Galois field is a power of 2. Let Hb

be the binary image of the parity check matrix for the single

check (1), and c the binary vector build from the binary maps

of all ck. Let us denote {bki
}i=1...p the bits corresponding to

the mapping of symbol ck.

A sub-symbol of ck is defined as a fraction of the bits

{bki
}i=1...p, and splitting symbol ck is performed by build-

ing a disjoint partition of {bki
}i=1...p into sub-symbols. For

example, a symbol in GF(64) can be decomposed into 2 sub-

symbols of size 3 bits or 3 sub-symbols of size 2 bits (Fig.1).

The symbol ck has then another representation in terms of

ns sub-symbols ck = [ck1
, ..., ckns

]. The p × p binary images

of non-zero values hk can be decomposed accordingly to the
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Fig. 1. Splitting procedure over GF(26).

sub-symbol splitting, by selecting the columns of the binary

image that correspond to the bit indices of the sub-symbol.

The binary matrix Hk has then the following representation

Hk = [Hk1
, ..., Hkns

], where Hki
is a rectangular matrix with

p rows and a number of columns equal to the size of sub-

symbol cki
. With these notations, the parity check equation

(1) in GF(2p) can be written in matrix form as follows:

dc−1∑

k=0

ns∑

i=1

Hki
⊗ cT

ki
= 0 (2)

Using (2) instead of (1) is called "parity check splitting".

We define then a splitted LDPC code by a parity check

matrix Hb of size (Mb ×Nb) (or equivalently a Tanner graph

composed of sub-symbols), and an interleaver at the sub-

symbol level (that is interleaving groups of columns of Hb),

such that the parity check matrix interleaved with Π has one

or more rows which are usual parity checks in a Galois field.

In (2), we assume that all symbols are decomposed into the

same number of sub- symbols. This assumption is restrictive

and each codeword symbol can be decomposed in its own

number of sub-symbols ns. We keep the assumption of (2) in

the rest of the paper to simplify the notations.

The split NB-LDPC codes are no longer codes in a non-binary

field, although the decoder always uses a local re-arrangement

of the sub-symbols in order to locally decode in GF(2p).

A simple method to bypass the encoding procedure of the

split NB-LDPC codes is to use the matrix Hb, since the parity

check codes have the particularity to be linear in Z/2Z.

For a split NB-LDPC code with parity check defined over

GF (2p), the parity check matrix H of size M × N defining

the kernel of the code CH is a sparse matrix, such that:

CH = {c ∈ GF (2p)N |H ⊗ c = 0} in GF(2p)

As in the binary case, the rank of H is N − K with K ≥
N−M and the code rate is R = K/N ≥ 1−M/N . After inte-

grating the idea of splitting the variable nodes of the classical

NB-LDPC codes, we obtain the factor graph representation

of the split NB-LDPC codes (Fig.2). The particularity of this

new factor graph representation consists of adding a set of

sub-variable nodes belonging to GF (2p/ns) fully connected

to a set of variables nodes belonging to GF (2p). The edges

connecting the two sets of nodes carry messages that rep-

resent probability density functions (pdf’s) of the codeword

symbols. Since the codeword symbols are random variables

over GF (2p/ns), the messages are discrete pdf’s of size 2p/ns .

The function node that connects the variable nodes and the

sub-variable nodes performs a marginalisation of the message

values (Fig.2). The marginalisation function is explained in

Section III.

The lower part of the split NB-LDPC codes factor graph

representation is mostly identical to that of the classical NB-

LDPC codes. The set of variable nodes belonging to GF (2p)

are fully connected to a set of parity check nodes. The edges

connecting the two sets of nodes carry messages that are

discrete pdf’s of size 2p. The permutation node is used to

update the messages corresponding to the multiplication by

the non-zero values of the parity check matrix. Using this

transformation of the factor graph, the parity node update is

indeed a convolutional product of all incoming messages, just

as in the binary case. Let us now introduce the parameters that

describe the graphical representation of a split NB-LDPC code

given in Fig.2. Let dv be the degree connection of the sub-

variable nodes, ns the degree connection of the variable nodes

and dc the degree connection of the parity check nodes nodes.

The number of sub-variable and variable nodes corresponding

to a code of rate R = K/N ≥ 1−M/N over GF(2p) is equal

to nsN and the number of parity check nodes is equal to M .
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the split NB-LDPC codes.

III. BELIEF PROPAGATION ALGORITHM OF SPLIT

NB-LDPC CODES

We present in this section the main steps of a modified BP

decoding algorithm adapted to the family of split NB-LDPC

codes. The particularity of this algorithm is to update the

sub-variable nodes in a field order (GF(2p/ns)) smaller than

that of the base field of the LDPC code.

The BP algorithm propagates messages between the nodes of

the factor graph of the code. As the factor graph of the split

NB-LDPC codes is tripartite, there are two types of messages

for each direction of propagation: down-to-up direction, from

check nodes to variables nodes and from variables nodes to

sub-variables nodes (Fig.3), and for up-to-down direction,

from sub-variables nodes to variables nodes and from

variables nodes to checks nodes (Fig.3). In our case, the

messages that circulate on the factor graph are represented

as an array indexed by field elements. The BP algorithm

is implemented in four main steps: the sub-variable and

variable node update, the marginalisation node update, the

permutation node update and the check node update. For

lack of space, we give a brief presentation of the BP decoder

for split NB-LDPC codes emphasizing only on the new

steps of the algorithm. We have represented in Fig.3 the

graph transformations implied by the symbols projection

GF (2p) → GF (2p/ns). We denote by v0 an arbitrary variable

node defined over GF(2p) and by {si}i={1,...,ns} its equivalent

sub-variable nodes in GF(2p/ns).

The modeling of this projection can be made in the probability

domain by the marginalization procedure. The probability



P (v0 = αi) = P (s1 = β1, . . . , sns
= βns

)

= P (s1 = β1|s2 = β2, . . . , sns
= βns

)P (s2 = β2|s3 = β3, . . . , sns
= βns

) . . . P (sns
= βns

) (3)

P (v0 = αi) = P (s1 = β1)P (s2 = β2) . . . P (sns
= βns

) (4)

P (si = βi) =

GF (2p/ns )−1∑

s1=0

. . .

GF (2p/ns )−1∑

sj=0,j 6=i

. . .

GF (2p/ns )−1∑

sns=0

P (si = βi, s1, . . . , sj , . . . , sns
)

×P (s1 = β1) . . . P (sj = βj) . . . P (sns
= βns

) (5)

vectors associated with the variable node v0 express the belief

that v0 is equal to αi ∈ GF (2p), and the reliabilities vectors

associated with the elements {s1, . . . , sns
} are obtained using

a classical marginalization procedure.

The details of the BP decoding algorithm are described in [3].

Some minor modifications of the BP algorithm are necessary

to decode the structure represented in Fig.3.
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Fig. 3. Detailed representation of the BP algorithm for a variable node v0

The message passing algorithm adapted to the splitting idea

consists of the following steps:

• Initialization: Sub-variable nodes ({si}i={1,...,ns} ∈
GF (2p/ns)), are initialized with the belief of the

corresponding sub-variable, based only on the channel

prior information.

• Sub-variable node update: The output message of

the {si}i={1,...,ns} sub-variable nodes, passed to a

marginalisation node, expresses the belief of the sub-

variable {si}i={1,...,ns}, given all the information except

the information that came from this marginalisation node.

• Variable node update: The belief of variable node v0 to

be αi ∈ GF (2p) is obtained started from the reliabilities

of sub-variable node {si}i={1,...,ns} using the Bayes rule

(3), with {βj} ∈ GF (2p/ns). The binary image of αi

is identical to the concatenation of the binary images

of {βj} . An exact computation of the reliabilities

given by (3) requires to access all the terms of type

P (s1 = β1|s2 = β2, . . . , sns
= βns

) which induces an

increase of the memory requirements of the decoder.

In order to simplify (3), we use the hypothesis of

independence between the sub-variable {si}i={1,...,ns},

to obtain a much simple expression (4). At this

point all the messages towards the check nodes are of

size GF(2p), similarly to a classical GF(2p) BP algorithm.

• Check node update: The check node sends a message to

adjacent variable nodes, reflecting the belief of v0, given

the prior information and the information of all variable

nodes connected to this check node, except the variable

node v0.

• Marginalization: Using the approximated marginalization

procedure (5), we calculate the belief of the sub-variable

{si}i={1,...,ns} starting from the v0 reliabilities, assuming

the independence between the {si}.

A direct consequence of using the independence assumption

between the sub-variable {si}, which is not a valid hypothesis

under the BP decoding algorithm [8], is that the passage

GF(2p) ↔ GF(2p/ns) is made with a loss of information.

We have described above the BP algorithm adapted to the

splitting idea of one code symbol into ns equivalent symbols.

The algorithm can be adapted to any projection, with the

equivalent sub-variable not necessarily all in the same field.

IV. CONSTRUCTION OF GOOD SPLIT NB-LDPC CODES

In this section we present an original method to construct

good split NB-LDPC codes. The design of the interleaver Π in

Fig2 is a major issue knowing that the BP algorithm provides

optimum decoding over cycle-free Tanner graphs. Hence it is

natural to try to minimize the influence of the cycles in the

iterative decoding process, by the construction of finite graph

with cycles long enough.

Two of the most known algorithms to construct a regular or

irregular bipartite graph for LDPC codes with a large girth

(shortest cycle) are: (i) the PEG graph construction algorithm

[4] and (ii) algebraic constructions based on circulant permu-

tation matrices (quasi-cyclic concept) [9]. In order to apply

these algorithms to design the interleaver Π, we have to derive

the equivalent bipartite graph representation of a split NB-

LDPC codes. Hence, we have to divide the sets of nodes (sub-

variable, variable and check) into two disjoint sets such that

no edge has both end-points in the same set.

Our solution to this problem is to consider that one of the sets

is composed of the sub-variable and the check nodes and the

other one is composed of the variable nodes.

Let us consider a classical regular NB-LDPC code of length

N , rate R and a connection degree of the check nodes

equal to dc, respectively dv for the variable nodes. Supposing
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Fig. 4. The structure of the MA matrix in a quasi-cyclic concept (dv = 2,
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that each symbol of the code is split into ns equivalent

symbols, using the bipartite representation presented above,

the sparse equivalent adjacency matrix MA corresponding to

the split NB-LDPC code is constructed by the concatenation

of two sparse matrices denoted MAc
and MAs

.These matrices

correspond to the check nodes and the sub-variable nodes

profile, respectively, as represented in Fig.4. The profile of the

matrix MAc
of size M × dvN , is described by a row (resp.

column) connection equal to dc (resp. 1) and it corresponds to

the bottom part of Fig.2. The matrix MAs
of size nsN×dvN ,

representing the top part in Fig.2, has dv non-zero elements

per row, and ns per column. We observe that the bipartite

graph corresponding to the matrix MA has a row irregular

degree of connection, although the split NB-LDPC code is

a regular code. The profile of the equivalent matrix MA is

totally specified and we can use bipartite graph construction

algorithms in order to built a matrix with cycles long enough.

We precise that the equivalent matrix MA is not a parity matrix

in the classical way, but it describes completely our decoding

structure given in Fig.2.

For the sake of clarity, we have represented in Fig.4 the struc-

ture of the matrix MA built under a quasi-cyclic constraint,

with parameters dv = ns = 2 and dc = 4. The matrices

MAc
and MAs

are built using the construction based on

circulant permutation. The rows of the matrix MAc
represent

the parity constraints of the split NB-LDPC code, and its

columns represent the variable nodes. The matrix MAs
is

used to design the interleaver presented in Fig.2. In order to

highlight the importance of having a good method to construct

the adjacency matrix MA, we have reported in Fig.5 a critical

topological structure, which can appear in the design of the

split NB-LDPC codes. Such structures (in bold) as in our

example, a cycle of length equal to 4, can lead automatically

to the failure of the decoding algorithm. This type of structure

can be avoided, if the parameters N , ns, dv and dc are well

chosen in order to satisfy the necessary and sufficient condition

for such graphs to have girths larger than four [9], [4].

V. RESULTS

Reduction of the memory space: One of the advantages

of split NB-LDPC codes is that it allows us to decode the

symbols of the code in a field of order smaller than 2p, which

implies a significant reduction of the memory requirements of

the non-binary decoders. Only the input and output messages

of the sub-variable node are stored in memory and all the
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other messages can be computed from those. Compared to

the memory requirements of the classical NB-LDPC codes

the proposed structure allows a reduction of the non-binary

decoder memory space requirements by a factor equal to
1

ns
2

(ns−1)p
ns . It is interesting to note that for all p even, the

minimum memory requirements is achieved for two values

of the parameter ns: ns = p and ns = p/2 corresponding

to projections of the symbols over GF(2) and GF(22), re-

spectively. In all these cases the projection over GF(22) is

prefered for two reasons: (i) the loss of information caused by

the marginalization procedure is smaller than for the binary

projection; (ii) the computation complexity of the projection

GF(22) ↔ GF(2p) (number of additions and multiplications)

is smaller compared to that of the binary projection.

We have reported in Table I, the memory requirements,

in number of values (probabilities or LDR), of split codes

for different values of the parameter ns and different field

orders. The considered codes are ultra-sparse (regular codes

of degree-2 in all the variable nodes) of length Nb = 840 bits.

The second column of the table (ns = 1) represents the

memory requirements of the classical NB-LDPC codes. All the

others columns characterize the memory of the split NB-LDPC

codes. We observe that for the code defined over GF(210), the

split NB-LDPC code with ns = 2 has a memory requirement

16 times smaller than that of the classical NB-LDPC code, and

in the extreme case when ns = 10 the reduction is significant

(i.e. 51). We observe that the memory space requirements of a

split NB-LDPC code defined over GF(1024), with parameter

ns = 2 are identical to the ones of a classical GF(32)-LDPC

code: it is an interesting property that should enhance the

interest in non-binary codes defined over high order fields.

However, the principle of the split NB-LDPC codes does

not resolve the problem of the computational complexity of

NB-LDPC codes, although the split NB-LDPC codes are

compatible with all low-complexity algorithms developed for

NB-LDPC codes [6], [7].

We can observe (Table I) that the minimum memory space

of the split NB-LDPC codes is obtained for the projections

GF(2p) ↔ GF(22) and GF(2p) ↔ GF(2) for all p even.

The memory reduction would not be realizable without the

independence approximation.

Simulations: We consider regular GF(2p)-LDPC codes over

GF(64), of rate R = 1/2 (dv = 2, dc = 4), applied to a BPSK-

AWGN channel. We have compared in Fig.6 and Fig.7 the

error performance of two split NB-LDPC codes characterized

by ns = 2 and ns = 3, respectively, with that of two



order of GF, codeword length ns = 1 ns = 2 ns = 3 ns = 4 ns = 5 ns = 6 ns = 8 ns = 10
GF(1024) N=84 258048 16128 × × × × × 5040
GF(256) N=105 80640 10080 × 5040 × × 5040 ×

GF(64) N=140 26880 6720 5040 × × 5040 × ×

GF(32) N=168 16128 × × × 5040 × × ×

GF(16) N=210 10080 5040 × 5040 × × × ×

TABLE I. Memory requirements of split NB-LDPC codes of length Nb = 840 bits.
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Fig. 6. Frame Error Rate comparison of split NB-LDPC codes with classical
good NB-LDPC codes, R = 1/2, Nb = 144, Nitmax = 500.

classical NB-LDPC codes, one constructed using the quasi-

cyclic method and the other one is an optimized NB-LDPC

codes (PEG construction + optimized non-zero values) [10].

A short code and a moderate code with length Nb = 864

equivalent bits and Nb = 3000 bits, respectively, corresponding

to a length N = 144 and N = 500 GF(64) symbols have been

considered (Fig.6 and Fig.7). We observe that the split NB-

LDPC codes have the same behavior in both cases compared

with the classical NB-LDPC codes. The two split NB-LDPC

codes perform better than the quasi − cyclic GF(64)-LDPC

code and they have a 0.25dB performance loss in the waterfall

compared to the optimized NB-LDPC code. At low FER, the

performance gap between the two split NB-LDPC codes and

optimized NB-LDPC code becomes smaller, and they perform

even better than the optimized code in the error floor region.

The fact that the split codes can beat the classical NB-LDPC

codes in the error floor is not surprising and it can be explained

by the fact that the split NB-LDPC codes have a binary parity

check matrix that is less “locally dense” than conventional

NB-LDPC codes, resulting in better minimum distance and

better error floor properties than classical NB-LDPC codes.

For the optimized NB-LDPC code of length Nb = 3000 bits,

the binary minimum distance is evaluated as 22. For the split

NB-LDPC code with ns = 2 it is 25 and for the split NB-

LDPC code with ns = 3 it is 54. The binary minimum

distances are computed using the impulse method [11].

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new family of non-binary codes. The

split NB-LDPC codes aim at combining advantages of having

the sub-variable nodes and the check nodes in finite fields of

different order, in order to overcome the memory problem of

non-binary LDPC decoders. First we presented the structure

.
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Fig. 7. Frame Error Rate comparison of split NB-LDPC codes with classical
good NB-LDPC codes, R = 1/2, Nb = 3000, Nitmax = 500.

and the decoding algorithm of split NB-LDPC codes. We then

explained how to construct of such codes. The proposed low

memory decoding algorithm becomes a good candidate for

the hardware implementation of NB-LDPC decoders, since

its memory space has been greatly reduced compared to that

of other decoding algorithms for NB-LDPC codes and the

performance degradation is small or negligible.
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